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pulse of life may pass freely " and " purpose-drawn," like a ware-motion
in a liquid.] H. O. Hartmann. ' A Definition of Causation : A Reply
to Prof. Sheldon.' [Cf. xi., 8, 10, 12, 14.] ii., 25. A. H. Lloyd. 'The
Power Behind the Throne.' [- 'Nature.' Visible authority having
been so thoroughly discredited, a time of ' Creation' must be at hand.J
O. A. Felngold. ' The Psychophysical Basis of Moral Conduct.
{" Human conduct is not as ideational nor intuitive as it appears, but
is rather the expression of numerous instincts and emotions without any
other moral quality than that which attaches to them a posteriori accord-
ing as they do or do not relieve conscious tension."] J. P. Turner.
' Philosophy and Social Attitudes.' [Belief in progress is modern and
contrasts with the ancient sense of man's helplessness. In met«physics
' etenialism ' expresses the old attitude, ' temporalism the new. But we
believe ' that progress is possible not certain.] . xi., 26. M. R. Cohen.
' History versus Value.1 [Against the idea that the meaning of a thing
can be exhaustively stated by narrating its history. The historian has
always to select and to supplement his data and both these processes
involve valuations. Actually "history remains a branch of apologetics,
an attempt to justify the powers that have been victorious ". But " the
doctrine that right always triumphs is but an insidious form of the im-
moral doctrine that what triumphs (i.e. might) is always right". Hence
" historicism, like its sister materialism, while professing empiricism, is
really the offspring of vicious rationalism ". It attempts to banish
real possibilities from the world " and is " obsessed with the dogma that
only the faotual can have true being ".]

ZBITSOHEIJT JOB PSYCHOLOGY. Bd. lxx., Heft 3 und 4. H. W.
Meyer. ' Bereitschaft und Wiedererkennen.' [Experiments with mean-
ingless syllables. Simple recognition (like reproduction) is favoured by
preparation (Bereitschafi); the effect of preparation is unexpectedly
persistent; its decay in time may be studied by the method of recogni-
tion. The quality of unfamiliarity seems to be rather negative (absence
of familiarity) than positive. Under certain circumstances, simple re-
cognition may serve as oriterion of correctness.] I— J. Martin. Ueber
die Abhangigkeit visueller Vorstellungsbilder vom Denken : eine experi-
raentelle Untersuohung.' [Experiments with puzzle-pictures, viBual
forms, groups of dots, etc. The visual image is not informatory; its
office is to sustain attention, to illustrate and reinforce imageless thought,
to warn of incompleteness, eto. ; sometimes it hinders speed of thinking.
In general it is dependent upon (secondary to') imageless thought, which
it more or less adequately expresses ; it may thus help us to a knowledge
of the laws of thought.] Literaturbericht. Preisaufgabe der kgl.
preuss. Akad. der Wissensohaft.

"ScnufiiA." RivisTi DI SOIKNZA. Vol. xv., No". 1. Jan., 1914.
Beginning with this number, Sdentia is printed on better quality and
lighter paper, and the edges are cut. The number of pages remains
the same. H. H. Turner. ' The periodicities of Sun-Spots (A Reply
to Mr. B. W. Maufider).' [In Seieniia for January, 1913, E. W.
Maunder stated his view that ' the sun-spot period is essentially one :
there are no sub-periods: there are no multiple periods . . . . The
author criticises Maunder's use of the term 'periodicity'.] M.
Abraham. 'Die neue Mechanik.' [The principles of the old
mechanics of Galileo and Newton allow us to describe the motions
of masses under the influence of their mutual gravitation, but do not
suffice when the forces of electrioity and magnetism, of light and of
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heat come into play ; and the Principles of Mtchanics of Hertz closes
the phase of evolution which wished to bring the whole of physics
under the old mechanics. The existence of the pressure of light is
proved theoretically and experimentally, but is contrary to the third
law of Newton: the traditional principle of reaction is incompatible
with a finite velocity of propagation of forces, and we inu«t take into
consideration the fact that force, like energy\remaiiu latent daring a
certain time. Again, for the velocities of electrons, Newton's second
law (that the acceleration of a particle is equal to the acting force
divided by a mass proper to the particle and independent of its
velocity) does not hold, as was shown by Kaufmann's experiment of
1901 : in fact, the mass increases with the velocity. Yet certain
principles of mechanics (Lagrange's equations and thu principle of least
action) keep their value in the new mechanics when we generalise the
expression of Lagrange's function and of action. The question as to
how it is that optical experiments with light from terrestrial sources
do not show any influence arising from the earth's motion (Michelsoni
was examined by Lorentz (1892-1904) and resulted in the notion of
' local time' and the ' hypothesis of contraction,'—the latter being
independently due to Fitzgerald, and made plausible by Lorentz. To
be distinguished from this theory of the field is the theory of lelativity
set. up by Einstein in 1905, which decided that the traditional ideas of
geometry and kinematics have not a signification. Thin theory is
founded on two postulates : (1) the equivalence of systemu having a
uniform motion of translation with respect to one another; (2) the
propagation of light in space is effected with the same velocity in all
directions. This theory, which was developed mathematically by
Minkowuki in 1908, was, for the most part, regarded with scepticism by
physicists whose philosophy was formed under the influence of Mach
and Kirchhoff. There is a very useful comparison of the theory of
relativity with the theory of Lorentz. The crisis of the theory of
relativity began when this theory undertook to make gravity enter into
the domain of its considerations, and both in Einstein s theory of 1905
and in that of 1913 gravity is an unsurmountable obstacle. Still, the
theory has an honourable place in the history of the criticism of the
conceptions of space and time ; and, whatever the fate of the theory of
relativity, the new mechanics* will continue to develop and keep
mechanics in touch with the other disciplines of physics.] A. Right.
' La natura dei raggi X.' [A succinct account of recent results and
conclusions as to the nature of the X-rays. They seem most probably
to be of the same nature as the rays of light, and thus to be a manifes-
tation of electromagnetic waves in the ether.} M.Hartog. 'Samuel
Butler and Recent Mnemic Biological Theories.' [The main thi-sis
of Butler's Life and Habit (1877) had been anticipated by Hering
in 1870 (Memory, etc., Etig. trans., 4th ed., Chicago and London,
1913), and Butler, when he got to know this, wrote Unconscious
Memory (1880, 1910). Butler took memory in his Life and Habit as
an ultimate fact, and dwelt rather on the way of its behaviour
than on the actual mechanism underlying it, very much as Semon
has done. Hering, as a physiologist, suggested an explanation in
terms of vibrations, which appears to have fascinated Butler; for in his
notes he developed and extended it into a form which closely recalls
Bignano's working out in his Centro-epigenetis. The conclusion of Butler's
Luck or Cunning shows a strong advance in monistic views, and a yet more
marked development in the vibration hypothesis of memory given by
Hering and adopted in Unconscious Memory, associating it with specula-
tions on the origin of chemical differences in connexion with the conceptions
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of Newlands and Mendelcjeff. The teaching of Life and Habit has
been suinin irised in Unanicimu Memory in four main principles :
(1) The one-ness of personality between parent and offspring ; (2)
Memory on the part of the offspring of actions which it did when in
the persons of its forefathers ; (3) The latency of that memory until it
is rekindled by a recurrenoe of the associated ideas ; (4) The unconscious-
ness with which habitual actions come to be performed. }To these the
author adds, (5) The purposire character of the actions oi living beings,
as of the machines which they make or select. In the Notebook* we find
a different statement, with more practical detail. Butler popularised the
teaching of Hering before its existence was known to him, Anticipated
Semon in his detailed comparison of memory with heredity, and, from
a small suggestion of Hering's, planned out a physical explanation of
memory in terms of vibrations, which was destined after his death to be
more fully elaborated by Rignano (The Inheritance oj Acquired Char-
acters, Eng. trans., Chicago and London, 1911).] Ph. Sagnac ' L'esprit
et les progres de la Revolution frangaise. l'n Partie: Les origines de
la Revolution.' [The revolution was slowly born from the social and
political regimen which Richelieu and Louis XIV. established and Louis
XV. and Louis XVL maintained and aggravated. The prestige of Royalty,
the Church, and the Nobility had decreased, philosophy had helped
to form public spirit, and the science of the time had helped to des-
troy the credit of the sacred books. A brilliant edifice, centuries old,
was undermined, and there was the irresistible force of almost the whole
of a suffering nation which was conscious of its rights.] Ch. Ouljjnebert.
' Le dogme de la Trinite. 2<ime Partie : L'evolution des deux triades et
les premiers conflits.' [Examines how the life of faith and the progress
of theology strengthened and complicated the two primitive triads,
eastern and western, and then how the inevitable conflict between the
two conceptions came to pass.] Critical Note: R. Maunler. ' L'art
egyptieu comme expression de la sooiete egyptienne.' [On the subject
of recent books by W. Flinders Petarie and G. Maspero.] Book Reviews.
General Reviews : M. Qortanl. ' Progres reeente de la geodynamique
interieure.' Q. Bourgin. ' L'evolution des villes.' Review of Reviews.
Chronicle. Supplement containing Frenoh translations of the English,
German, and French articles. A very interesting number. Vol. xv.,
No. 2. March, 1914. T. J. J. See. ' The Law of Nature in Celestial
Evolution.' [We have found the fundamental law of sidereal evolution
by first approaching and studying the most complex systems (the star-
clusters); and, after making out the true secret of their formation, have
generalised the law deduced from this study by the examination of
sidereal systems of lower order. False premisses misled Laplace, Sir
John Herschel, Lord Kelvin, Newoomb, Sir George Darwin, and Poin-
care. The true path was opened up by Sir William Herschel, the first
modern astronomer to give serious thought to the origin of clusters, in a
series of papers published in the Philosophical Transactions from 1784 to
1818, and now accessible in Herschel's Collected Work* (London, 1912).
The neglect of Herschel's conceptions of cosmogony was due to the
greater accessibility of Laplace's writings. The modern " capture theory "
of stars under the clustering power of universal gravitation (See) and
consequent development of sidereal systems is essentially an extension of
the views of Herschel. The process of capture also leads to the arrange-
ment of the internal structure of a nebula in concentric shells of uniform
brightness. The light of the nebulre is due ohiefly to luminescence at
low temperature, as by electric discharges in high vacua. There are
many quotations from the papers of W. Herschel, and the other chief
authorities in cosmogony are also briefly cited. The Herschel-See theory
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applies equally to sidereal systems of all types. 'This quality of uni-
versality assures us the fundamental law of sidereal evolution, and alone
makes possible the development of cosmogony as a new science of the
stars, applicable, with unbroken oontinnity, to the entire sidereal uni-
verse.'] C. Acqua. ' Esistono fenomeni psicologici nei vegetali ?'
[Quite lately, phenomena of reaction have been discovered, which are
very perceptible and almost general for many agents of the outer world :
a mechanism for reoeiving excitations, a transport of the excitation along
plasmatio filaments of communication, which may represent physiologi-
cally—although they are not differentiated from the morphological point
of view—the nervous fibres of animals. The reply to the question put
in the title ' depends on the extension which may be given to the psycho-
logical conception. The problem is equally proposed for plants and for
lower animals which are situated at the end of the zoological scale. The
hypothesis that even in these animals we must meet a psychological
principle appears to be probable ; ' but a decisive answer is not, and
perhaps never will be, possible, since we would by such an answer pene-
trate into a part of that unknowable where the experimental method
loses its efficaoy and where the human mind has to confess its impotence.']
E. Durkhelm. ' Le dualisme de la nature humaine et ses conditions
sooiales.' [It is only by historical analysis that we can give an account
of how man was formed, ' for it was only in the course of history that he
was formed'. The author's work on Formes tUmentaires de la vie r(-
ligieuse (Paris, 1912) illustrates this general truth by an example. When
seeking to study sociologically religious phenomena, the author was led
to the attempt to explain scientifically one of the most characteristic
particularities of our nature. The principle on whioh this explanation
rests was not perceived by critics, and the present article is a summary
exposition of it.] S. Langdon. ' Babylonian Magic' [An abstract
analysis of the principles and categories of Sumero-BabyIonian magic.
The Babylonians supposed that in their bodies dwell divine spirits, and
that these are in leagae with the great gods of heaven and earth, keeping
man in favour with these gods. We may infer that no individual, un-
less ho were a king, supposed that one of the great gods condescended
to act as his personal deity. In the most ancient period the conception
of taint appears to have been extremely concrete. Opposed to the host
of gods oooupying finely differentiated positions in a vast pantheon, are
the evil spirits, dearly personified concepts, remnants of ancient animal
worship or evil souls of the dead. After the first dynasty, more ethical
and abstract conceptions began to appear. The second development in
the history of Babylonian magic appears to have been witchcraft or the
power of banning an individual by ventriloquy, mystic movements, and
sympathetic operations. We have no material which enables us to
discover how the Babylonians supposed that human beings shared the
functions of the ancient demons. When witchcraft appears, we have
still the same conception concerning the man. The wizards attack tho pro-
tecting gods also. But the method has become not a physical struggle
between an unseen demon and an unseen deity for the possession of
the soul and body of man, but a struggle between a human wizard and
the protecting deity. And the struggle now is no longer a direst contest
of the spirits "but an attempt to control the indwelling deity by the black
art. The article concludes with a few typical examples of both negative
and positive magic chosen exclusively from the late period.] W. Som-
bart. 'Liebe, Luxus und Kapitalismus.' [Does not propose to analyse
the relations which exist between wealth, liberty of the amorous life,
desire of certain groups of the population to be esteemed by others, and
life in the large towns, on the one hand, and the apparition of luxury, on
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the other. Setting oat from the fact that, since the beginning of the
middle ages, a great luxury ruled, and attained, towards the end of the
eighteenth oentury, great proportions, the author tries to find its ex-
planation. A quantitative representation of the development of luxury
is, as far as possible, given. Investigation of the relation* which exist
between the development of luxury and certain other social factors ; in
particular of the part which is due to woman, above all to woman in so.
tar as she is the object of an illegitimate love (the Weibcken), in the
evolution of the outer life of our epoch.] Book Reviews. General
Reviews : P. W. Henkel. ' Nebuleuuea et easaims.' A. Kronfeld.
' Nouveaux problems* de la psychiatric en Allemagne.' Review of Re*
views. Chronicle. Supplement containing French translations of the
English, German, and Italian artioleo. Vol. xv., No. 3. May, 1914. A.
Einstein. ' Zum Relativittttsproblem.' [A continuation of the discus-
sion of the principle of relativity. Brillouin and Abraham have criticised,
in Seientia, the theory: Einstein here gives his view* as a partisan of the-
theory. The theory of relativity " in the narrow sense " is generally ad-
mitted at the present time. If the Newtonian equations hold with respect
to a system of co-ordinates K, they also hold with respect to any other
system moving with a uniform motion of translation with respect to K.
The " principle of relativity in the narrow sense" is the hypothesis of
the equivalence of all the systems referred to for the formulation of the-
laws of motion and the general laws of physics. This principle is as old
as mechanics itself, and, from the point of view of experience, nobody
oould ever doubt its validity. If it has been and is still doubted, it is
because the electrodynamics of Maxwell and Lorentz seems to be inoon-
sistent with it. Suppose that the electrodynamioal equations hold with,
respect to the system K ; then every luminous ray is propagated in the-
vacuum relatively to K with a determined velocity e which IB independent
of the direction of propagation and of the state of motion of the luminous
source. This deduction does not seem to be valid relatively to a system,
of moving co-ordinates. An exact analysis of the physical oontent of our
spatial and temporal data has proved that the contradiction referred to
rests on the two following arbitrary hypotheses : (1) The assertion that
two events which take place in different places are simultaneous U in-
dependent of the choice of the system of reference; (2) The distance
between the places where two events take place simultaneously is in-
dependent of the choioe of the system of reference. When we give up
these arbitrary hypotheses, the principle of constancy of the velocity of
light, which results from Maxwell's and Lorentz's theory, beoomea com-
patible with the principle of relativity. The hypothesis that one and the
same ray is propagated with the velocity e with respect to all those systems
with uniform motions of translation leads to what is known as " Lorentz's
transformation ". As for the theories of gravitation mentioned by Abra-
ham, that of NordstrOm agrees both with the principle of relativity and
with the condition of the weight of the energy of isolated systems. Abra-
ham has wrongly asserted the contrary. The seoond part of the article
is devoted to " the principle of relativity in the wide sense," and gives an
account of Einstein s later work. The theory of relativity in the wide
sense does not lead to the abandonment of the former theory of rela-
tivity, but is a development of this theory, which seems necessary if we
put ourselves at the philosophical point of view described by Einstein.]
S. Arrhenlus. < Das Milchstrasoenproblem.' [On the problem of the
formation of the Milky Way.] P. BottazzL ' Le attivita fisiologiche
fondamentali. Primo articolo : L'attivita nervosa e i processi elemen-
tari su cui ei fonda.' J. A. Thomson. (Sex-Characters.) [A critical esti-
mate of the masterly work of Kammerer who has gathered together
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receut experimental data on the origin, evolution, and development of
sex-characters.] A. Melllet. ' Le Probleme de la pnrente des langues.
[Deals with the principle of the genealogical classification of languages, and
shows in what measure such a classification is actually possible and useful,
and what we can hope from it.] R. Mlchels. 'Economia e politicn.'
Critical Note. A. Mlell. 'Lea precurseurs de Galileo.' [An account of
Pierre Duhem'x researches on the origin of Galilean dynamics in the
Middle Ages. Jean Buridan, who was rector of the Paris University
from 1327 to 1347, clearly established the concept which science only
gathered definitely with Leibniz, and which is called U>-dny "the concept
of vu rim ". He seems to have had an idea of the nature of an "im-
petus " as a product of velocity, volume, aW density. By this the
aooeloration of fulling bodies was explained. Buridan also applied to the
heavens the dynamics established for terrestrial motions. Other men
dealt with in Duhem's work are Nicole Oresme, who anticipated Coper-
nicus, and Albert de Saxe, who anticipated a.well-known mistake of
Galileo's. A further note will examine the researches of Emil Rtidl,
who has investigated the character of the doctrines of Galileo, Descartes
and Newton.] Book Reviews. General Reviews. L. Suall. 'L'histoire
de la philosophic de l'lnde.' Review of Reviews. Chronicle. Supple-
ment containing French translations of the English, German, and Italian
articles.
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